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Abstract. The current paper examines Romanian 5-year-olds’ comprehension and 

production of recursive structures involving multiple adjectives such as florile mici 

mari ‘flowers-the small big’, i.e., “the big small flowers”. On the basis of an 

experiment we conducted on 20 Romanian 5-year-olds, we show that children have 

the tendency to reduce recursion to coordination, the default interpretation at this 

stage of language acquisition. Moreover, children avoid producing recursive 

structures, preferring simpler forms instead, while they produce coordinative 

structures to a much higher extent. Since children’s performance with recursive 

adjectives in Romanian seems to be worse than performance with recursive 

prepositional phrases (Bleotu 2020), we argue that this supports the idea that, unlike 

prepositional phrases, multiple adjectives in Romance are derived through the 

complex operation of Roll-Up (Cinque 1994, 2005, 2010). 
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1. Introduction. Multiple adjective modification has been investigated by many theoretical and

language acquisition studies (e.g., Dixon 1982, Matthei 1982, Cinque 1994, 2005, 2010, Scott 

2002, Bryant 2006, Scontras et al. 2017, a.o.). However, most of the literature has focused on 

Adjective Ordering Restrictions, i.e., orderings of multiple adjectives specifying different dimen-

sions such as the adjective big specifying SIZE and the adjective red specifying COLOR in the 

big red apples. The literature has dealt to a much lesser extent with multiple adjectives specify-

ing the same dimension such as the adjectives big and small, which both specify SIZE. Our study 

hopes to shed light on the latter issue through an experiment on the ordering of recursive adjec-

tives (specifying the same dimension, namely SIZE). To this purpose, we tested how Romanian 

5-year-olds comprehend and produce multiple adjective structures involving both recursion and 

coordination. We show that Romanian children tend to reduce recursion to coordination in the 

case of adjectives to a larger extent than with other structures (like Prepositional Phrases) or in 

other languages (like English). We then examine the results in light of Cinque’s Roll-Up Theory 

(1994, 2005, 2010), arguing that the acquisition data support the idea that adjectives in Romance 

are derived through a complex operation (Roll-Up) resulting in the reverse order from English.  

2. Multiple adjectives and Roll-Up Most of the research on adjective orderings focuses on ad-

jectives which specify different properties, such as the adjectives in (1). 

(1) a beautiful small oval orange French vase  
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Various ordering generalizations have been proposed in the literature (see 2): 

(2) a. VALUE > DIMENSION > PHYSICAL PROPERTY > SPEED > HUMAN

PROPENSITY >    AGE > COLOR (Dixon 1982)

b. SUBJECTIVE COMMENT > SIZE > LENGTH > HEIGHT > SPEED > WIDTH >

WEIGHT > TEMPERATURE > AGE > SHAPE > COLOR >

NATIONALITY/ORIGIN > MATERIAL (Scott 2002)
c. QUALITY > SIZE > SHAPE > COLOR > PROVENANCE (Sproat & Shih 1991)

d. SUBJECTIVE> NON-SUBJECTIVE (Scontras et al. 2017)

These orderings have been given syntactic, semantic or pragmatic interpretations, ascribing dif-

ferent sources to the hierarchies which seem to surface across languages. 

Interestingly, it has been proposed that Romance languages exhibit a mirror image of the or-

der of adjectives in English (3a). This is exemplified for Romanian in (3b).  

(3) a. a small orange French vase

b. o vazǎ   francezǎ portocalie micǎ 

      a vase    French   orange      small 

  ‘a small orange French vase’ 

Two major syntactic accounts have been proposed in the literature in order to capture this mirror 

effect (Nevins 2011). On the one hand, we have the Adjunction account (Abels & Neeleman 

2010), according to which the difference between English and Romance can be accounted for by 

arguing that adjectives are left-adjoined in English, but they are right-adjoined in Romanian, as 

one can see in (4a). On the other hand, there is the Roll-Up cartographic account (Cinque 1994, 

2005, 2010), according to which adjectives occur in a certain basic syntactic order in English, 

while they occur in the reverse order in Romance as a consequence of the complex operation of 

Roll-Up. The order of adjectives in English reflects the actual ordering of syntactic projections: 

Each adjective specifying a certain dimension marks a different projection in the sequence. In 

contrast, in Romance languages, the surface order is a result of a sequence of movement opera-

tions. For instance, in (4), the NP moves out of its position to an outer specifier (Step 1), the 

newly formed FP containing FP nationality moves out of its position to the outer specifier of the next 

FPcolor (Step 2), and then the newly formed FP containing the N, FPnationality and FPcolor (Step 3) 

moves to the outer specifier of the projection hosting FPsize. Thus, the order in (4b) is derived. 

While both accounts can capture the differences in adjective orderings between English and Ro-

mance, the Adjunction account does not provide a principled syntactic motivation for why 

adjectives occur in this basic order, while Roll-Up offers a syntactic grounding for the ordering. 

However, it has been claimed that adjective ordering restrictions might not be innate hierarchies 

as claimed by Cinque (1994, 2005, 2010), given that Romance languages and Greek seem to al-

low for freer word orders (see Cornilescu & Nicolae 2016, Leivada & Westergaard 2019). This 

might be thought to pose problems for the Roll-Up Approach and favor the Adjunction approach. 

Nevertheless, the matter remains inconclusive, since some freer orders may be explicable 

through FOCUS. 
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(4)    Adjunction Roll-Up 

 NP 
 2

 NP  APsize 

 2      micǎ

 small 

 NP  APcolor 
2     portocalie

   orange

NP           APnationality 

vazǎ   francezǎ     

vase  French 

FP 
2

2 
F       FPsize 

  2 
AP    2 

4    Fsize  FP 

 micǎ   2
small  2

 Step 3  F  FPcolor

2 
AP 2 

4  Fcolor     FP 

  portocalie    2 
orange  2 

Step2 F FPnationality 

   2 
 AAP      2

4     Fnationality NP

  francezǎ   vazǎ 
 French  vase 

Step 1 

Interestingly, even if one embraces the view that adjectives specifying different dimensions 

are freely ordered, this does not apply to adjectives specifying the same dimension. Recursive 

adjectives are ordered depending on the set they pick, such that supersets are closer to the head 

noun than sets. This leads to the Set-Superset-Noun ordering in English, but the N-Superset-Set 

ordering in Romanian, for instance (see 5). Both Adjunction and Roll-Up are able to derive such 

orders.  

(5) Adjunction Roll-Up 

Language acquisition can provide insights into which theoretical account best captures the 

linguistic data. Language acquisition studies show that children handle multiple adjectives in a 

  NP 
 2

 NP   APset

 2   mici 

 NP  APsuperset    small 
flori   mari 

 flowers    big 

 FP 
2

2 
F       FPsuperset 

  2 
AP    2 

4    Fsuperset  FP 

mici  2 

small  2
F   FPset

Step 2  2 
AP 2

4     Fset NP 

 mari  flori 

 big  flowers 

Step 1 
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different manner from adults. As far as adjective ordering restrictions are concerned, English 

children younger than 5 do not yet seem to order adjectives in a consistent way (see Lee et al. 

2018). Moreover, as far as multiple recursive adjectives are concerned, there is evidence from 

CHILDES that children first use multiple adjectives in coordination ([Adam 2.3]: I funny little 

boy) and only later use them recursively ([Adam 3, 4]: he got a little big trailer.) (Gu 2008). The 

tendency to prefer coordination over recursion can also be seen in comprehension. Matthei 

(1982) and Bryant (2006) have shown that 4-year-olds children interpret recursive structures as 

coordinative (the second green ball as ‘the second and the green ball’ rather than ‘the second of 

the green balls’, big black balls as ‘big and black balls’ rather than ‘the big of the black balls’). 

However, around the age of 5, children start handling multiple adjectives in a more adult-like 

manner (see Lee et al. 2018), although their performance is not yet adult-like.  

The situation in a Romance language like Romanian is even more complex, given that recur-

sion is further complicated by the fact that adjectives occur in a mirror order in comparison to 

English.  Recursion with adjectives has never been investigated experimentally in child Roma-

nian so far, but looking at how children performed with recursive prepositional phrases might 

give us some insight into what to expect. Sevcenco & Avram (2018) previously investigated re-

cursion with prepositional phrases (PPs) in Romanian through an act-out task where children had 

to arrange some animals on an iPad after hearing a sequence such as the lion by the zebra by the 

bear. They showed that Romanian 5-year-old children handle recursive PPs (40.33%) in a more 

adult-like manner than English children (25.44%). Moreover, Bleotu (2020) showed that Roma-

nian children perform even more adult-like (77.17%) when they are exposed to both recursion 

and coordination in the same picture selection task. Children were more accurate in their picture 

choices (see Figure 1), given that the contrast between recursion and coordination enhances their 

awareness of the differences between the two structures (see 6a versus 6b). Importantly, how-

ever, PPs in Romanian do not surface in a mirror order compared to PPs in English, but actually 

in the exact same order as in English: 

(6) a. Papagalul de lângă   hamsterul   de lângă   iepuraş este roşu. 

parrot-the de next.to hamster-the. de next.to bunny   is    red

‘The parrot next to the hamster next to the bunny is red.’

b. Papagalul de lângă    hamster  şi    de lângă     iepuraş este roşu. 

parrot-the de next.to hamster-the. and de next.to   bunny   is     red

‘The parrot next to the hamster and next to the bunny is red.’

    Figure 1. Examples of pictures used in Bleotu (2020) 

If multiple adjectives are simply adjoined to the left rather than to the right, as in English, 

then we expect children to handle recursive adjectives in the same way as recursive PPs. If    

Roll-Up complicates the derivation of multiple adjectives, we expect children to handle recursive 

adjectives worse than PPs. Thus, we expect them to misrepresent recursive structures as coordi-

native structures of the kind in (7) (see Goodall 2007). While (7) is just one representation of 

coordination among many possible ones, it is nevertheless representative for the simplicity of the 

structure in comparison to the intricacies of Roll-Up. Our paper tests such expectations from an 

experimental point of view, on the basis of language acquisition data from Romanian. 
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(7)  FP 
 3 

 FP 
 3 

   CoordP  F’ 
       2              2 
 FPsuperset    Coord’   F  NP 

 2    2 flori 

 AP F’ Coord     FPset flowers 

4  |  2
mici F AP F’ 
small  4 | 

 mari  F 

 big 

3. Experiment. The current experiment explores how Romanian 5-year-olds handle multiple re-

cursive and coordinative adjectives in comprehension and production. 

3.1. PARTICIPANTS.  A test group of 20 Romanian monolingual TD children (Age range: 4; 11-6;4, 

Mean age: 5;35, M=10, F=10) and a control group of 20 adults took part in the task.  

3.2. PREDICTIONS. Based on previous findings about recursion in language acquisition, showing that 

coordination is the default for recursion (Matthei 1982, Bryant 2006, Hollebrandse et al. 2008, 

Roeper et al. 2012, Pérez-Leroux et al. 2012, Hollebrandse & Roeper 2014, Sevcenco et al. 2017, 

Sevcenco & Avram 2018, Daoxin et al. 2020, a.o.), we predict that children will often interpret 

recursive adjectives as coordinative rather than as recursive. In fact, they may do so to an even 

higher extent than with other types of recursion (such as PP-recursion) if we assume that, unlike 

other recursive structures, recursive adjectives in Romanian are derived via Roll-Up rather than 

adjunction. Moreover, children may avoid producing recursive structures, and, instead, they might 

opt for simpler forms, while they should have no problems producing coordinative structures.  

3.3.  PROCEDURE. Children were asked to help a girl find certain objects/animals for her grandma 

after hearing various structures. The experiment involved a training session and a testing session. 

In the training session, children drew circles and squares around various objects in order to be-

come familiar with the experimental procedure. In the testing session, children were presented 

with 2 (out of 4) picture sets on an iPad, representing 16 flowers (mare ‘big’/mic ‘small’), gi-

raffes (înalt ‘tall’/scund ‘short’), blades of grass (lung ‘long’/scurt ‘short’), squirrels (gras 

‘fat’/slab ‘thin’) (see Figure 2 for an example).  

Figure 2. Example of a picture set (with numbers added) 

The testing session involved both questions about the comprehension and questions about the 

production of multiple adjectives in recursive and coordinative structures (see Table 1 for a full 

list of items tested for one picture set). In comprehension, children were asked to draw circles 

around sets of objects/animals, a method which builds upon the drawing method by Austin Tero 
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and Emma Merritt (UMass Amherst). In production, children were asked to name sets of ob-

jects/animals. For instance, children were first presented with the flowers in Figure 2: “Look, these 

are big flowers (1-4) and these are small flowers (5-8)”. When tested for comprehension, children 

heard: “Let’s look at the big flowers now. Among the big flowers, some flowers are bigger and 

some flowers smaller. You see, these flowers (4) are smaller than these (3) are, and these flowers 

(3) are bigger than them (4). Can you show me the small big flowers (3-4), can you draw a green 

circle around them?”. When tested for production, children heard: “If these are small small big 

flowers (4), how can we call these small big flowers which are bigger than the others? (the big 

small big flowers) (3)”. 

Table 1. Example of one list of test items for comprehension and production 

3.4. RESULTS Adults performed close to ceiling with recursive and simple coordinative structures 

in both comprehension and production. In contrast, as one can see in Figure 3, children per-

formed more adult-like with simple coordination than with recursive structures. Nevertheless, 

both adults and children performed worse with structures combining coordination and recursion 

such as florile mari mici şi mici ‘the small big and small flowers’ (labelled as CoordMixed in 

Figure 3). 

Level Comprehension Production Comprehension Production 

I 

(2 

adj) 

flori      mari mici (3-4) 

flowers big small 

‘small big flowers’  
flori      mici mici (7-8) 

flowers small small 

‘small small flowers’   

flori     mari mari 

(1-2) 

flowers big   big 
‘big big flowers’ 

flori      mici mari 

(5-6) 
flowers small big 

‘big small flowers’  

flori     mari  şi  

mici (1-4, 5-8) 

flowers big  and 
small 

‘big and small 

flowers’  

flori     mici  

şi     mari (5-8, 

1-4) 
flowers small 

and big 

‘small and big 
flowers’  

II 

(3 
adj) 

flori   mari mici mici (4) 

flowers big small small 
‘small small big flowers’ 

flori    mici   mici mari (7) 

flowers  small small big 
‘big small small flowers 

flori     mari mici 

mari (3) 
flowers big small 

big 

‘big small big 
flowers’ 

flori     mari mici 

şi mici (3-4, 5-8) 
flowers big small 

and small 

‘small big and 
small flowers’ 

flori     mari şi 

mici mici (1-4, 7-
8) 

flowers big and 

small small 
‘big and small 

small flowers’  

flori     mari şi 
mici   şi mici (1-

4, 5-8) 
flowers big and 

small and small 

‘big and small 
and small flow-

ers’ (1-8)  

flori   mari 

şi   mici 
mari (1-4, 5-6) 

flowers big  

and   small big 
‘big and big 

small flowers’  
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Figure 3. Children’s answers for comprehension and production of coordination and recursion 

In order to evaluate the data statistically, we used R (2018) and fitted a mixed effects model 

with Error as a dependent variable, group (children/adults), expected reading (coordination/recur-

sion), type of task (comprehension/production) and the interaction between group and expected 

reading and between group and task type as fixed effects, and random slopes per item 

(flower/squirrel/blades of grass/squirrels) and participants. We compared recursion to simple co-

ordination by using the Helmert coding scheme: recursion = 1, coordination= −1, mixed 

coordination = 0. We found significant differences between adults and children (β = 1.843, 

SE = 0.3244, Z = 5.683, p < 0.001), coordination and recursion (β = −1.706, SE = 0.214, 

Z = −7.96, p < 0.001), comprehension and production (β =  −3.659, SE = 1.139, Z=  −3.212,        

p < 0.005), as well as a significant interaction between group and expected reading (β = 1.827, 

SE = 0.248, Z = 7.375, p < 0.001), and a significant interaction between group and task type         

(β = 4.4, SE= 1.164, Z= 3.78, p < 0.001). We also compared recursion to mixed coordination 

through the Helmert coding scheme: recursion = 1, mixed coordination = −1, simple coordina-

tion = 0, and we found that the interaction between group and expected reading is somewhat less 

significant (β = 4.99, SE = 2.38, Z = 2.099, p = 0.036). 

In the comprehension of recursion, children gave a variety of non-adult-like answers: mostly 

coordinative answers (see 8a), as well as answers picking larger sets (the large set defined by the 

first adjective in the case of sequences of two or three adjectives or even the first two adjectives 

in the case of sequences of three adjectives-see 8b) or answers picking subsets of the actual set or 

an unexpected set. Interestingly, in the case of sequences involving two adjectives, children gave 

a lot of intensifier answers, interpreting florile mici mici ‘small small flowers’ as ‘very small 

flowers’, ‘the smallest flowers’. The intensifier reading is available to adults as well, but children 

seem to prefer it to a much higher extent (three times as much as adults).  

(8) a. Expected: Answer: 

veveriţele     slabe grase              veveriţele   slabe şi    grase 

squirrels-the thin fat   squirrels-the thin   and fat 

‘the fat thin squirrels’  ‘the thin and fat squirrels’ 

b. Expected:  Answer: 

girafele      înalte scunde scunde     girafele        înalte scunde

giraffes-the tall     short    short      giraffes-the  tall    short      

‘the short short tall giraffes’       ‘the short tall giraffes’     
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In the comprehension of coordination, children were quite adult-like with simple coordina-

tion, but not with mixed coordination, which combines coordination with recursion, where even 

adults’ performance was quite low (67.5%). Children mostly reduced mixed coordination to sim-

ple coordination (9a), but they sometimes interpreted it as recursion (9b) or even gave one 

adjective answers. 

(9) a. Expected:  Answer:  

    veveriţele      grase şi    slabe grase veveriţele     slabe  şi   grase

    squirrels-the fat    and thin   fat squirrels-the thin   and fat 

   ‘the fat and fat thin squirrels’  ‘the thin and fat squirrels’ 

b. Expected:  Answer: 

 firele         scurte şi   lungi lungi        firele         scurte lungi lungi 

  blades-the short  and long long  blades-the short  long   long

 ‘the short and long long blades’  ‘the long long short blades’ 

Children’s performance in production was much lower than in comprehension. In the pro-

duction of recursion, children opted for simpler forms such as nouns followed by one adjective 

(simple, comparative or superlative forms) or two adjectives instead of three, as well as simple 

nouns (denoting the veveriţe ‘squirrels’) or invented nouns (ninja instead of veveriţe ‘squirrels’). 

In the production of coordination, children produced 47.5% correct answers with simple co-

ordination but only 5% correct ones with mixed coordination. Moreover, children often failed to 

give an answer altogether, explaining that they did not know what to say. There were 22.5% 

missing answers for simple coordination and 37.5% missing answers for mixed coordination. 

The errors children produced in the case of simple coordination were nouns followed by one sin-

gle adjective (often indicating subsets), simple nouns, invented nouns, whereas, in the case of 

mixed coordination, they often used coordination between other sets than expected (a superset, 

for instance-see 10) or nouns followed by simple adjectives.  

(10) Expected:  Answer: 

 veveriţele     slabe şi   grase slabe veveriţe  mari şi   mici 

  squirrels-the thin  and fat     thin squirrels big  and small 

   ‘the thin and fat thin squirrels’       ‘big and small squirrels’ 

4. Discussion. The results show that children tend to reduce recursion to coordination, often in-

terpreting recursive structures as coordinative, while reducing coordination to recursion to a 

much lesser extent. This asymmetry suggests that coordination is the default, representing a sim-

pler option for children both from a semantic and syntactic perspective. Interestingly, in 

production, children manage to produce coordinative structures much more, which supports the 

idea of the primacy of coordination. 

From a semantic point of view, recursive structures are more complex, involving functional 

application (see Weicker 2019): The interpretation requires applying properties to sets in order to 

create subsets. For instance, the sequence flori mici mari ‘big small flowers’ is interpreted by 

adults as [big [small flowers]], thus picking the big flowers relative to the set of small flowers. 

In contrast, coordinative structures are simpler, requiring predicate modification, more exactly, 

coordination among two sets ([[big and small] flowers]). Interestingly, in contrast to adults, chil-

dren seem to interpret recursive structures in a coordinative manner, choosing to coordinate 

rather than to create subsets. 
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From a syntactic point of view, we propose that acquisition takes into account Hierarchies 

of Syntactic Complexity, such as: 

(11) Roll-Up > XP Movement >Head Movement> No Movement/External Merge 

Children prefer No Movement or XP-Movement over Roll-Up, a complex operation which 

involves various movements. Apart from relying on Movement over No Movement, the com-

plexity of Roll-Up is related to the complexity of the XP that undergoes movement, a heavy XP 

with a rich internal structure. Unlike simple XP-Movement, Roll-Up is burdensome, and, hence, 

dispreferred by children. The logic of the argument builds on the idea that what matters is not 

simply what kind of operation children resort to (Movement/No Movement), but also what is 

moved or merged. Children prefer No Movement to Movement, but, in case they do need to 

move, they prefer moving simpler constituents over moving more complex ones. Since deriving 

coordination in Romanian seems to involve Merge and one XP-Movement (more specifically, 

one NP-movement), unlike recursion, which involves Merge and Roll-Up (i.e., several complex 

XP-movements)-see the representations in (5) and (7), this explains children’s representation of 

recursion as coordination and their general ease with coordination.  

In addition, we compare adjectival recursion to prepositional phrase recursion in Romanian. 

As already previously mentioned, recursive PPs occur in the same order in Romanian as they do 

in English (see 6). Importantly, they are not derived via Roll-Up, but through adjunction. Inter-

estingly, Bleotu (2020) found that children handled PP-recursion in an adult-like manner 

(77.17%). Comparing the results of the experiment from Bleotu (2020) and the results of the cur-

rent experiment, we observe more accuracy with structures involving two PPs than with 

structures involving two adjectives (35%). Importantly, while only 6 children were consistently 

recursive in their handling of adjectival recursive structures, 18 children out of 24 were consist-

ently adult-like in their interpretation of recursive prepositional phrases. This contrast in 

performance supports the idea that Roll-Up provides a greater challenge for the acquisition path, 

since, if both adjectives and PPs were derived in the same way, we would have expected a simi-

lar behavior. 

5. Conclusion In conclusion, in the current paper, we have provided experimental evidence from

child Romanian that Romanian 5-year-olds face challenges in handling adjectival recursive 

structures, while being more adult-like in handling adjectival coordinative structures. Essentially, 

children tend to reduce recursion to coordination in comprehension, while avoiding recursive 

structures in production in favor of simpler linguistic forms. Children’s difficulties with adjec-

tival recursion (as opposed to their more adult-like handling of PP-recursion) are best understood 

by embracing the view that recursive adjectives in Romanian are derived via Roll-Up, unlike re-

cursive PPs, which are derived via adjunction.  
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